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Abstract. Design collaboration relies on cognitive tools such as analog media and
digital peripheral devices, and shows the characteristics of distributed cognition.
It uses external cognitive tools to encode, decode, and share information in the
process of collaboration. Current collaboration systems prevent seamless
information sharing because they use dispersed mixed media that is often
overloaded with representations and functionality. The goal of this study is to
understand the overheads in information collection and sharing using peripheral
devices, and to provide designers with a supportive platform to enhance
collaboration using both analog and digital media. This paper reviews available
peripheral devices such as smart pens, digital cameras, and voice recorders, as
well as existing collaboration supporting systems for their benefits and
deficiencies in collaboration. It also presents "DiNa", a collaboration platform
that is envisioned to improve productivity and reduce redundant work by
integrating peripheral devices into the collaboration workflow. We demonstrate a
possible workflow using this system through several scenarios where designers
collaborate in performing a series of design tasks. We hope to bring attention to
the importance of least collaborative effort in designing systems to support realworld collaboration.

1.

Motivation

Design collaboration shows the characteristics of distributed cognition [8]. It is a
social and complex activity involving multiple agents communicating and using
external cognitive tools to encode, decode, and share information in the process of
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collaborative task completion. Design collaboration uses dispersed mixed media
as cognitive tools that are often overloaded with representations and functionality,
thus preventing seamless information sharing. Designers often waste time and
effort struggling with system-specific functions of peripheral devices in order to
collect, structure, and share information, detracting from effective collaboration.
Some recent collaboration support systems are intended to address this problem.
For example, XPaper [11] —a technology exclusive to Bentley’s ProjectWise —
enables design marking printed on special paper, and TPAS [1] —a tablet PC
based technology — assists designers to collect information digitally while in the
field, like at a construction site.
Nevertheless, we believe such collaboration systems can yet be improved by
applying the principle of least effort to the entire life cycle of collaboration. This
widely accepted principle was introduced by Zipf [17] to explain much human
behavior, and adapted by Gibbs [4] to propose that collaborating agents will
minimize the effort that they expend during the presentation and acceptance of
arguments.
How can this principle help us reduce system-imposed obstacles that occur
before collaboration ? In other words, what would the requirements for such a
system look like ? Here are some guidelines that we think are essential for
effective collaboration :
•

Enable recording and sharing of any type of information (notes, images,
movies, etc.) when needed, and enable these artifacts to be associated with
existing information. Conventional systems often impose a barrier of multiple
steps.

•

Enable collaborators to quickly focus needed information, by, for example,
access-by-context, direct access, indexed search, and filtering by different
visualization styles.

•

Make visible the dependencies between items of information. Information can
be specific to the project, collaborator, context, or task. The representation of
dependencies, and mechanisms to navigate them, should make sense to the
collaborators.

•

The collaborators should be able to define their own terminology, roles, and
responsibilities, unconstrained by system concepts and terms.
This
hopefully would facilitate interaction between the roles.

•

Leverage the familiarity that people have with existing tools.

This paper introduces DiNa, a design collaboration system framework under
development, which embodies these guidelines. It is an event-and-documentcentric, asynchronous collaboration service, which employs modular, reusable,
interoperable components. The framework includes mobile phones, smart pens,
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recorders, and cameras, as well as software for posting, sharing, retrieving, and
editing of information that is captured via different media by collaborators.
In the next section, we present examples of web-based collaboration
environments that are intended to support synchronous or asynchronous
collaboration. We briefly review available peripheral devices and software
systems, and discuss their benefits and deficiencies in collaboration. Then we
present DiNa, with scenarios of use. After our summarizing Conclusion, we
briefly discuss future work.

2.

Collaboration and distributed cognition

Hutchins argued that the act of cognition is distributed amongst actors and tools
when groups work together, communicating through representations (voice, text,
maps, etc.) and media (computer screens, tools, etc.) [8]. During collaboration,
the actors rely on each other to reach a common understanding. We collect,
record, and process text, images, sound, and models, and share them, digitally
and otherwise, with other participants. We also use back-of-the-napkin sketches
or penciled annotations, and we use voice, facial expressions, and gestures during
face-to-face discussions. Often a simple record of these events can take the place
of a thousand words, yet they are rarely documented. If collecting or sharing takes
extra actions, then collaborators will resist doing so until absolutely necessary [4],
likely inhibiting the flow of collaboration.
Our challenge is to lower the barrier to spontaneously record or share
information that is valuable for collaboration. Therefore, we focus on online,
mobile, "smart" devices.
2.1.

Peripheral devices

Consider sharing an audio record of a meeting. First, the recording must be
retrieved from the device, and then converted from its proprietary format to a
common one. Finally it is shared. Similarly, sketches and writing on paper first
need to be scanned, then likely cropped and resized, then likely transferred to
another computer for sharing. But smart devices, with their computational abilities,
should be able to automatically perform these multiple steps, and thereby ease
the barrier to spontaneous recording and sharing.
2.2.
2.2.1.

Web-based collaboration systems
Document exchange systems

With web-based collaboration systems, the most important functionality is to offer
some kind of document exchange functionality. This can be a simple integrated
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file system like Google Docs [9] or Evernote [5], where the file system lives at
the sharable website, or it can be a virtual file system, like Dropbox [7], or
WebDAV [10], where the file system sits on one’s computer and is coordinated and
duplicated across computers.
The integrated files systems offer dynamic
functionality, like synchronous editing by multiple collaborators. On the other
hand, virtual file systems let authors use their familiar tools, the like of which
may not be offered by the web service provider.
Microsoft SharePoint [6] and Bentley ProjectWise [2] display both aspects;
they provide virtual file systems with functionalities within their own
applications, while also offer collective repositories. While this approach is
useful, it may require collaborators to use multiple web-based systems to take
advantage of individual system’s benefits.
2.2.2.

Provenance tracking

Most current web-based collaboration systems offer some form of document
versioning support, where previous versions of documents are kept, and reversion
to previous versions is possible. Some systems, like Microsoft SharePoint,
include blog features. Blog-like systems allow collaborators to keep journals of
their project work; thereby affording a more coherent read than "commit"
comments in versioning systems.
2.2.3.

Discussion systems

Web-based collaboration systems offer discussion features. For example, Google
Docs includes an instant messenger client to enable collaborators to chat in real
time about a particular section of a shared document. Other systems provide
asynchronous discussion forums — useful when synchronous discussion is not
feasible.
2.2.4.

Coordination

Coordination is defined as management of dependencies between activities [12].
It includes tasks like scheduling, task assignment, group structuring, resource
assignment etc. For example, Medeiros [13] proposes a system to facilitate group
work on geo-spatial planning and decision-making. It supports process
management, conflict resolution, and rationale capture in decision-making.
Collaboration systems that are targeted at large enterprises often include
coordination subsystems, like an address book, a calendar, a resource manager,
even audio and video conferencing.
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3.

System design

The DiNa framework includes a document-and-event-centric asynchronous
collaboration service. Documents that are collected via peripheral devices are
handled by a DiNaDAV file storage system. That is, documents can be submitted
to a project repository via a conventional WebDAV client, or with additional
DiNa specific metadata (a DiNaDAV client), or via a web interface. All other
details, such as permission control, project logics, and discussions, are managed by
standard Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and behave like webpages.
Other collaborators can also access documents by DiNa, DiNaDAV, or HTTP.
DiNa can be divided into three major components : The backbone layer, the
interface layer, and peripheral devices. In Figure 1, we outline the infrastructure
of the DiNa Content Collaborator system. Each tier is further explained in the
following sections.
3.1.

Backbone layer

The backbone layer is the server side aspect of our web based collaboration
suite. It was developed using the PHP scripting language, stores information in
a MySQL database, and stores files in the server’s file system.
To facilitate document exchange, DiNa uses DiNaDAV, which is an extension
to the standard called Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning
(Web- DAV), which facilitates document exchange, and versioning [10]. The
WebDAV client is built-in to both the Windows and Mac OS X operating
systems. Similarly, Linux includes a WebDAV client in its file management
graphics user interfaces. Because of its flexibility, WebDAV technology is widely
adopted. Using WebDAV as the underlying technology for DiNaDAV allows
end-users of DiNa to interact with DiNa projects without having to leave their
usual working applications, and can interact with files as if they were part of their
usual file system.
DiNaDAV’s backbone extends WebDAV with logic for projects, users, and
entries. When a new file is added or updated in the repository, a new entry is
automatically created in the associated project. An entry provides version
tracking and other features such as participant tagging, location tagging,
information tagging, and sharing permissions. Collaborators and document
owners are also able to rate importance level, and conduct discussion on the
entries. This information assists the user in retrieving information at a later date
for review, as well as helps maintain historical provenance. This setup enables
distributed collaborators to reach a common understanding.
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Fig. 1. The infrastructure of DiNa Content Collaborator system.

3.2.

Interface layer

The functionality discussed in the Backbone section is accessed through
DiNa- DAV and web interfaces. Collaborators can set up projects, define
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groups and permissions, specify milestones and deadlines, hold in-line
discussions, search, and browse. Figure 2 shows one of DiNa’s web interfaces.

Fig. 2. One of DiNa’s web interfaces, the Timeline view
(some icons were expanded for clarity).

3.3.

Peripheral devices

To ease spontaneous collection and sharing of information during distributed
collaboration, we focus on devices that are ready-to-hand : web-enabled
peripheral devices.
The Peripheral Devices layer (in an early stage of
development) is a series of specially designed applications that are simple by
nature, and run on smart devices. They enable devices to assume that certain
steps will automatically be taken. For example, a picture taken during a
predefined meeting time is automatically sent to the repository with the
appropriate contextualizing meta-data. Non-web-enabled devices, like smart pens,
could collect information, and then automatically upload when they are plugged
in.

4.

Rationale for guidelines, with illustrations

The rationale for our guidelines arose from the following case study of
collaboration. We observed, and held in-depth interviews with the construction
project team for West House — a demonstration of sustainable residential design
and energy-efficient technologies, and showcased during the Vancouver 2010
Olympic Games. The team included architects, system designers, engineers,
lawyers, city representatives and researchers, to name a few. The interviews
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included questions about team decision-making tools used, and factors that
supported or hindered collaboration. The project was very fast moving and
acted under very tight time constraints.
The study revealed the following :
•

The tools that team members were using were the ones that allowed them
to get the job done quickly. According to team members, the
communication tools they were using (e.g. email, Google docs) were not
perfect, but were "good enough" for their immediate tasks. Main criteria
for using specific tool were instant availability, small learning effort and
prevalence (i.e. if it takes an effort to involve members in using a tool, the
tool wouldn’t be used).

•

Tight deadlines discouraged thorough record keeping. Since the project
had very tight deadlines, all jobs had to be done quickly. During the course
of the project people heavily relied on face-to-face communication and
personal memory, without putting effort into recording and/or structuring
the information. Sometimes this made team members forget about the
important decisions they had made and led to misunderstandings and the
need to redo the same job all over again.

•

Collaboration was prevented by the lack of synchronization of actions by
group members. Often the important decisions that were made by one part
of the team didn’t spread throughout the group. This lead to
misunderstandings, additional effort to synchronize actions and unexpected
changes in the scope of the project. In turn, sometimes this affected the
quality of work.

•

Non-existence of uniform solution for tracking and storage led to loss of
important information. Since many different parties were involved in the
project, there were multiple sources of information and multiple storage
places for information that the team was using. For this reason there was no
universal solution for tracking and finding the important information. Team
members had to repeatedly look for the same information, spending a lot of
time and effort and sometimes still failing to find what they needed.

These findings show the need for : synchronized actions, a single record of
decisions, and reduced effort to record and organize information. Below, we
illustrate how DiNa might address these issues.
4.1.

Cross firms collaboration

Taking from the West House example, collaboration relationships extend across
multiple firms. In order to obtain electricity usage values, designers work closely
with the local facilities provider — BC Hydro. Members of BC Hydro may hold
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internal meetings to discuss information delivery protocols, and establish a
sub- system that delivers information of power consumption to the building’s
usage meters. By documenting the meeting minutes and design outcomes with a
DiNa compatible smart pen, BC Hydro’s system design team can digitize the
designs while they hold meetings about establishing the information delivery
protocols. This information is captured and shared with the participants of the
meeting automatically upon attachment of the smart pen to a computer.
Additionally, they selectively share these meeting minutes, design outcomes, and
established information delivery protocol with West House system designers.
4.2.

Safety regulation modifications

Prior to actual construction, architects perform regular reviews of the floor plans. A
team of architects detects a potential fire safety code violation, because one of the
hallways was not wide enough. The team is able to rectify the problem by
shifting the adjacent wall back a few inches. One architect opens a DiNa
application on his smart phone and captures a few photos of the offending hallway.
DiNa waits for the architect’s choices about sharing the captured photos. The
choices include : post to all participants, post to the archive, and keep private.
The architect elects to share the photos with the design and construction team,
which consist of not only the designers, but also consultants and construction
suppliers, and commits posting the photos. DiNa notifies the team members of
the new information. Consultants verify and approve the changes, and suppliers
are able to update their records according to changes issued by the architects.
4.3.

On-site observation

West House system designers visit the construction site to review interface
surfaces for the building’s water usage display. Upon on-site review, it is
discovered that the originally designed wall width was not wide enough for the
projection display; it needs to be adjusted accordingly. One of the designers
takes a picture with a smart phone using a DiNa application. Another designer
uses a DiNa enabled smart pen to add few quick sketches and notes on a
sketchpad with the adjustments required. Because of wireless data plan attached
to the phone, the pictures are transferred to the project repository before the
designers even made it back to the office. Once they reach the office, the other
designer plugs the smart pen into a computer, and DiNa is able to recognize,
based on timestamp and meeting information, the relationship between the
pictures and the sketches. DiNa associates the photos with the sketches and
notes for the designers. The designers are able to review the photos and notes
with consultants, and verify all the changes required conform to regulations.
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our efforts to simplify collaboration workflow by
reducing device overhead, as well as facilitate collaboration via a simple and
extensible platform. We also provided real-world examples as to how the system
may be used to assist designers both in-office, and on-site. We put special
emphasis on the ease of collection. Additionally, to help document retrieval, the
collaboration environment uses metadata that is made available by peripheral
devices. By extending a standard protocol, implementation is eased. Our work so
far lays the foundation for studies of the system in action.

6.

Future works

Beyond adding and refining features such as preview, difference, and a formal
API, we plan to use DiNa in role-playing scenarios, and eventually observe it in
the wild.
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